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Newsletter Autumn 2017
Urgent ! Pre-Christmas Visit

Urgent!

In the last Newsletter we mentioned that we planned a guided tour to St. Catherines Fort and Island in
Tenby, later in the year. John Loring, Caretaker and Manager kindly offered a guided tour to Civic and
Historical Society members at a concessionary group rate of £2.00, to be led by the Chairman. The date
has now been finalised for Friday 24th November, meeting by the Dennis Café at 2.00pm.
Please let Albie know if you are interested as soon as possible.
Just a few pointers. The walk and talk should last about an hour. The steps up to the fort are fairly steep
and good exercise. Take your time going up and down and enjoy the views back over the Castle Hill and
Sands, Ironbar Sands and South Beach and onwards towards Giltar. The talk will cover the three main
uses of the Fort in its relatively short history, and when and why it was built, all illustrated with images
showing every stage.
The tide will be out for that date and time but obviously we cannot predict the weather. If heavy rain we will
have to reschedule but otherwise remember that the island is exposed and so dress appropriately. The talk
itself will be inside in the dry, of course.
Just to repeat a plea to again let Albie gey a feel for members’ possible interest in the second trip
announced in the Summer Newsletter…..
“The second item on the subject of trips in conjunction with Tenby Historical Society is that we are
considering visiting Highgrove House in Summer 2018. Highgrove, as you all know, is the residence of
Charles, Prince of Wales and Camilla and is near Tisbury in Gloucestershire.

Reports on visits there are. uniformly excellent ,As it is quite far from Tenby and likely to be a little more
expensive so we need to get an idea of likely numbers fairly soon”.

Allen’s View

The big news for this year is that the vision of the
garden, residing in the fertile mind of Harry
Gardiner, former Chairman, is starting to come to
fruition. Thanks to the generosity of the Rotary Club
of Tenby we have been able to install a selection of
stunning tree sculptures to enhance the experience for visitors to Allen’s View, The work of Dan Badham, of
Church Farm, is really superb in recreating very lifelike local birds of prey in wood .There is a series of
photographs of Dan at work below.
We now have a Red Kite (Above left), a Peregrine (Above right) in situ and four Owls ready to be sited.
The developing garden and new sculptures, we hope, will attract a more diverse group of people up to the
viewpoint in addition to our regular clientele of walkers using the coast path. We notice that we have
already received a favourable mention in the “Tenby Through Time” Facebook page. We now need to
consider how we should publicise the new woodland garden and sculpture

TREE CARVING AT ALLEN’S VIEW
Sequence photos of Dan Badham carving the Red Kite in the upper glade.

We are now planning for the Spring 2018 campaign- Our major need is bushes ( preferably evergreen ) to
provide a screen for the back of the site where there is a high fence.
We are happy to take any surplus bushes that have outgrown their space or welcome in members gardens,
provided they grow to at least two feet high. Bushes reaching any height up to twelve feet will be welcome
(EXCEPT rhododendrons – not popular in the wild in the National Parks, and Rhus typhena).
Hardy bushes, with or without thorns, do well here and are very welcome, especially if they are evergreen,
flower, have berries, or have vibrant stem colour or foliage. Examples are Fuschias, berberis, viburnum,
choisia, pieris, cotoneaster, etc etc..
Over the remainder of this Autumn and coming Winter/Spring we want to plant some of the areas cleared
of brambles ( including areas cleared by John Faulkner this year ) with bushes to reduce bramble growback and to build up larger areas of thicker taller bush cover between path edges and the high existing
plants such a buddleia and blackthorn. We will be happy to call and collect, and dig up too if need be.
. As usual we would be grateful for any quantity of crocosmia or primrose or similar low ground covering
plants.
Contact Harry Gardiner, 844257, harry.gardiner@uwclub.net,
Or David Tudor Thomas, 844422 tudorthomas66@gmail.com

Characterisation Study
In the last newsletter we said we hoped to be looking at the next stage in the Characterisation study on the
main approaches to Tenby in the Autumn. Each is to be viewed as by a visitor coming into Tenby by road,
rail, cycle, on foot and by boat. These will be more qualitative as well as practical and physical.
They are now well-advanced with two routes already completed. Committee members have taken
responsibility for completing reports on each of the following approaches: .
Railway Station and station approaches, Marsh Road, The Croft, Narberth Road and the Harbour.
(On the approaches to the station we have
already received a comment from a member on
how bare the path way towards the station from
Greenhill Road looks and a suggestion that trees
planting would improve the area greatly. We are
currently following up this idea with the tree
officer of the National Park planning authority
and Network Rail. …Or perhaps given that latter
body’s reputation, it would be easier to try to
have the camping coaches brought back….?)
We will then look at Greenhill Road/Deer Park,
Old Narberth Road/Slippery Back and Broadwell
Hayes/The Maudlins approaches. Any help with
these would be much appreciated.

Town Teams and Masterplan
As members may be aware there was a presentation and consultation session on 8 November at the
Tourist Information Centre on the “Town Teams and Masterplan” . For those who were not able to
attend there is a copy of the material presented at the Centre in the following paragraphs.
The Chairman and Richard Wingfield were invited to meetings of the Tenby Town Team in early 2017
at a late-stage as co opted members and we subsequently attended meetings of the Town Teams and
one in Pembroke Dock some two months ago. We were impressed with the efforts of the other teams
but embarrassed at the apparent lack of progress from Tenby and the absence of any other team
members apart from Andrew Davies, Town Clerk. We felt that there were a number of problems with
the approach adopted in Tenby to the initiative, for example,
• the Town Council had tended to regard the Town Team initiative as merely a sub-committee of
the Town Council with little outside input .
• It was regarded only as a source of match-funding for small schemes, such as the £20,000 to
be spent on refurbishing the Battery Gardens.
• The aim was specifically categorized as a means of increasing footfall in the town centre,
interpreted as shoppers, rather than a wider perspective.
In the light of that, it would be useful if members could take the opportunity to make their views known
on the future development of Tenby town centre and of the Tenby economy to Vince Sandwell, the
consultant, whose contact details are in the presentation material below:-

“Pembrokeshire County Council and the Town Regeneration Teams appointed BE Group and
BDP to produce Masterplans for the five key towns in Pembrokeshire :
•
•
•
•
•

Fishguard and Goodwick
Milford Haven
Pembroke Dock
Pembroke
Tenby.

Over the past few months BE Group and BDP have been undertaking a wide range of research
and stakeholder consultations in order to understand the issues and opportunities in each town.

Town Centre Strategic Regeneration Framework
Introduction and Key themes
As a result of this work a number of key themes have emerged, that are relevant to all five towns,
and each Masterplan will aim to enhance and improve each one:
•

Development Potential

•

Visitor and Heritage Offer

•

Footfall and Retail Area Opportunities

•

Transport and Access

Furthermore a number of flagship sites for the towns have been identified, which are seen as
the key opportunities to enhance the vitality and viability of each town centre, as well as to
encourage growth and development.
Your views are extremely important as the masterplans will shape the future of your Town
Centres. Your feedback will be fed into the Final Masterplan documents.

If you would like to provide feedback outside this event then please contact:
Telephone: 01925 822 112
Email: vincesandwell@begroup.uk.com
Tenby
An attractive historic walled town, (part of which has been designated a Conservation Area), with
fine beaches, Tenby is a very popular tourist destination. However to retain vitality all year round,
the town needs to encourage activity and visitors outside of the typical holiday season.
The town has a working harbour, which is attractive and provides a venue for events. There is the
potential to enhance the public spaces in this area further support such events. Food, drink and
local produce is also a key draw on the town, with a wealth of eateries and shops selling local craft
and food items. The dining offer in the town is broader than a typical town of similar size. The town
is highly influenced by the seasonality of the tourism market. Many businesses shut in the winter
months, reducing the activity levels in the town centre
Questions to consider:
• How can Tenby’s businesses be encouraged to remain open year-round?
• Does the retail offer adequately service the resident and visitor markets?
• How can links within the town centre and to key assets (car parks, beaches, rail station,
etc.) be improved?
Tenby
The below Flagship Projects have been identified through consultations as being key schemes
for the town centre. They are intended to provide a significant renewal or enhancement of the
town centre.
1. Sergeants Lane
Conversion and refurbishment of existing properties for a mix of artisan, retail and craft uses, including
food and drink.
Enhancement of pedestrian link between St. Julian’s Street and Bridge Street
2. Tenby Harbour
Environmental and commercial opportunities around harbour and walkway to North Beach to increase visitor
attractions and harbour use.
Long term aspiration of using existing arches for more commercial uses e.g. food and drink, retail.
3. The Parade
Enhanced pedestrian space including reduction in carriageway width and on street parking
Environmental improvements including resurfacing, lighting and landscaping
Protection and enhancement of walls around the town.”

Heritage Blue Plaques
A brief note on the ongoing refurbishment of plaques. We are now planning work on the plaque to the
Tenby Lugger on the side of Tenby Sailing Club, the Beatrix Potter plaque on the Croft and the sign for the
old lifeboat station has been suggested as a candidate. Owners of the buildings concerned have been
approached for permission to remove and replace those plaques and we await the go-ahead.
Looking ahead, for the sake of a consistent approach it might well be worth an approach to the Museum to
offer to refurbish their plaques, changing the brown background to light blue. From reports it appears that
visitors notice the light blue signs more, judging by the interest shown in and photographs taken of the
plaques .

Response to Tenby Observer article on Rail Transport
Neil Westerman recently put an article in the
Tenby Observer on ideas for better rail transport
links for Tenby and South Pembrokeshire. We
had a response through our spanking new
website from one of our members, Mr.
Hourahane. It is such a carefully presented and
clearly knowledgeable letter that I thought it
should be in the Newsletter for members
information and also, I hope, to provoke further
discussion.

“I was interested to read in the Tenby Observer
this week that you are looking for ideas to
improve the current train service to Tenby and
Pembroke Dock.
While the decision by Arriva Trains Wales to
withdraw from the service provision from the end
of 2018 might mean that the new franchise holder will look at rewriting the existing timetable, I fear that
service levels and patterns might already have been put in the Invitation To Tender, issued by the Welsh
Government to prospective bidders, and which has not, unfortunately, been similarly placed before the
public.
Submissions from prospective franchise-holders must be submitted within a matter of weeks, so it is
probably too late to greatly influence the process.
The suggestion to run an additional, new, late night service to connect at Whitland with a later existing
service from London Paddington does seem on first sight to be attractive, but I think that there will be a
number of reasons why it might prove difficult to sell to the franchise holder.
Firstly, the current service from London Paddington at 1915 terminates at Swansea, meaning passengers
to Tenby, etc., would have to change not only there, but also possibly at Carmarthen. While passengers
accept one change of train, I believe the feeling within the industry is that more than one change is offputting to travellers.
The 1715 from Paddington does, of course, extend to Carmarthen, arriving at 2123 - unfortunately after the
2110 service to Pembroke Dock has departed. It would be simpler to press for a later departure of the 2110
train to - perhaps 2135.
Another problem with running a later train - 2340 from Whitland, as suggested in the article - would mean
that the service would not arrive at Pembroke Dock until 0045 and would not arrive back at its base in
Carmarthen (either with no passengers on it at that time of the night, or deliberately as empty stock - a
waste of a precious slot on the line) until just after 0200, possibly necessitating an extra shift to crew it,
which would not only be prohibitively expensive, but a waste of money given the likelihood of few
passengers being on it, if it was to run as a passenger service.
The picture is even worse if, as suggested, it waits to pick up passengers from the Rosslare ferry who have
disembarked at Pembroke Dock. The ferry does not arrive until 0046, so it would be prudent to delay the
train departure from Pembroke until 0130 at the earliest (assuming that the foot passengers travel between
the port and the station by taxi, or that Irish Ferries provide a bus connection.) This would further delay the
train and add even more to the operating costs.
I seem to recall that the connecting late night trains to and from the ferry were quietly dropped soon after
the ferry service was introduced - Martin Connor Price noting in his book ‘The Pembroke & Tenby Railway’
that a number of services ran with no passengers on board at all. I fear the same fate would await this new
proposed service.
May I suggest that it may be better to ask for provision of better rolling stock on the line? Too often, the
uncomfortable Pacer trains are allocated to services, and even single coach trains are still pressed into
service, despite Arriva announcing over a year ago that all services would be operated by at least two
coach trains.

Additionally, pressure should continue to be applied to the UK Government to ensure that they keep their
promise that direct London Paddington - Tenby - Pembroke Dock services will continue to run once the new
bi-mode trains are introduced between Paddington and Cardiff, Swansea and, occasionally, Carmarthen.
This will almost certainly mean that the tunnel at Narberth will need to be regauged to allow these trains to
pass through it and is vital if our direct summer Saturday services from London, Reading, Bristol, etc., are
to continue. This is possibly going to be a major engineering project but which will be essential for the direct
services to continue.
I hope that the points I have raised can be considered.”
I have no doubt that these valuable opinions will be taken on board. Any more comments on the subject
please put on the website or pass direct to the Chairman, please.

Planning
Three planning applications are worthy of note, leaving aside the non-contentious, minor and the inevitable
tree work at this time of year, - The Atlantic Hotel, The Narberth Road development and No. 10, St.
George’s Street. The Atlantic have put in an application to convert the taller part of the hotel and the
extension at the rear into self-catering flats, though still linked to the main hotel and with a new lift. We
noted the trend to lose hotel rooms and commented that the loss of light to the next door premises would
be significant.
The National planning authority asked the Civic Society for their opinion as they were considering
enforcement on unauthorised elements of Bar 10s shop front, particularly the fascia covered in metallic
fluttery glitter circles, following a complaint from the Town Council. The question split the Committee down
the middle, some saying there were worse examples elsewhere, especially nearby in St. George’s Street,
others of the opinion that it was out of place and smacked of a nightclub. The fascia seemed borderline, the
black and white painting is a bit ‘strong’, but used elsewhere too. The probable question being was it in
character with the listed building and the Conservation area and the SPG for shop fronts.
The one thing on which the committee were united was that Bar 10 was a poor target for enforcement given
the clutter of unauthorised plastic signage other than on facia boards, that is, elsewhere on the ground floor
and in the street. We suggested that a more general process be directed at those more obvious offenders,
giving them a period, perhaps up to a year, to comply.
The final item concerns the pre-application consultation for houses on perhaps the last viable area zoned
for development in Tenby. This is for the ground sloping down towards the railway line from the Narberth
Road, opposite the very steep access road to Lady Park. We suggested a different higher line for the
access road, and split level houses below, which would both reduce costs and improve the houses views
and allow access to the field beyond if required at some point. Our main concern, was the proposals for the
access road to Lady Park and turning lanes in both directions from Narberth Road. It appeared they had not
been fully considered

Nearly That Time of Year Again…..
No, not Christmas, or New Year. It struck the committee that it might be helpful for those members living
away or who found it difficult to get to Albie’s Cofion Books in Bridge Street if there were a more convenient
way of paying their annual subscriptions. As the time for renewals is only two months away we thought it
worthwhile to attach a standing order mandate form below which members could present to their bank and
get the appropriate annual subscription paid painlessly, (If there is such a thing as a painless payment). We
considered a direct debit arrangement but decided this would be complicated to set up and too intrusive.
The annual subscription rates are: Full Members £10.00, Family Members £13.00,Junior
Members £4.00,Corporate Members £30.00.Life Membership£125.00. Discount of £3.00 against
the above rates for those able to give us a valid email address when renewing their subscription.

Standing Order Mandate
Please note that this form is not to be used for amending existing payments. Use a standing
Order
Amendment Form (NW B1665)
Members Bank - Please complete in block capitals

To_

Bank

Sort Code

(Full Address of Bank)

A. Customer’s Details
Account Name

Account Number

Tel No. Work

Tel No. Home

Please set up the following Standing Order and debit my/our account accordingly

B Person / Organisation you wish to pay

Name of Person / Organisation T E N B Y C I V I C S O C I E T Y
Bank and Branch Name N A T W E S T – P E M B R O K E B R A N C H
Account Number

0

4

Reference to be quoted (if any)

9

0

3

5

9

5

Sort Code

5

5

6

1

3

5

Your Name - Annual Subscription

C. About the Payment
Amount Details (Individual member £10.00

,Junior member £4.00 Family member £13.00 , Corporate member £30.00 )

Amount of first payment (if different) £

Amount of normal payment £

Amount of normal payment in words
Amount of final payment (if different)

N/A

When Paid (Please note: Payment to an account held at Nat West will normally be received by the beneficiary on the nominated payment d ate.
Payment to an account held at a different bank will be received by the beneficiary 3 working days after your nominated paymen t date).

Day or Date of payments
Payment Date (e.g. Friday, 1st, 30thMay) 01 January
Now /

Commencing
Total number of payments

/_

or Expiry date

/_
/

Frequency
/ (delete as appropriate)
/_

Special Instructions

D. Confirmation

I/We acknowledge the bank will not undertake to:
(ii) Make any reference to Value Added Tax, or other indeterminate element
(iii) Advise player’s address to beneficiary
(iv) Advise beneficiary of inability to pay
(v) Request beneficiary’s banker to advise beneficiary of receipt

Bank Use Only
Keyed by

Date

(initials)

YEARLY

or Until Further notice



